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Abstract. —Motivated by an industrial project concerning the electrolysis cells f or the production of aluminium, we study the asymptotic
behaviour of fer romagnetic plates first when the magnetic susceptibility is large and then when the thickness of the plates is small €> Elsevier,
Paris
Key words : Magnetostatics. Asymptotics.
AMS (MOS) subject classification: G5C20,35Q60.
Résumé. — Ce travail est motivé par un projet industriel relatif à Vélectrolyse pour la production de l'aluminium. Nous étudions le
comportement asymptotique de plaques ferromagnétiques d'abord lorsque la susceptibilité magnétique est grande, puis lorsque l'épaisseur
des plaques tend vers zéro. © Elsevier, Paris

1. INTRODUCTION

This study is motivated by an industrial project which concerns the electrolysis cells for the production of
aluminium, Schematically a cell is a rectangular parallelipedon; typical sizes can be 10 meters for the length,
4 meters for the width and 2 meters for the height. To insure the strength of the device the lower and the latéral
faces are covered by plates of steel which are about 3 centimeters thick. The continuous electric current enters
into the cell through the anode bloc in the upper face and leaves it through conductors perpendicular to the two
latéral faces of largest length; since there is no current in the ferromagnetic parts, those two faces have holes.
The problem is to find the magnetic field. Let us specify a bit the data: a) the current density field ƒ is supposed
to be given everywhere, Le. in U3; b) the ferromagnetic domain is the union of the five plates; it is bounded,
-*•

- >

connected, but not simply connected; c) at any point of A9 the induction B and the magnetic field H are bound
->
-*•
^
by the relation B = fiH where /i where fj is a fonction of \H\.
In the following the symbol A will dénote the ferromagnetic domain which can be different from the one of
an electrolysis cell.
In fact, this paper is essentially devoted to a double asymptotic analysis, Let //, fjQ and [xR be respectively the
magnetic susceptiblity, the magnetic susceptiblity of the vacuüm and the relative susceptiblity i.e. the ratio
jj/jdQ. In the steel parts of a cell, even in the situation of saturation, JÂR is large since one estimâtes that it can vary
between 100 and 4000. It is consequently natural to be interested in studying the limit case where /J tends to
infinity. This will be the subject of Section 2 where we suppose that fi is of the form ju(x) = tjii(x) for x in
A ; jü( . ) is hère a given function and we obtain for large î a series expansion for the magnetic field of the form

(1.1)
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Relation (1.1) will précise and complete results already contained in the littérature, see [3]. Among them, one can
quote the following striking one: Let H* be the magnetic field generated b y j in absence of ferromagnetic material;
then at the limit situation r = °o, the magnetic energy in A is finite if and only if there exists a potential <p such
that H = Vq> in A ; this property is equivalent to Qo - 0 in A and it holds if A is simply connected; see
Remark 2.4.
In Section 3, we suppose that the ferromagnetic domain A is just a single plate of thickness S ; we start from
the situation t = «>, i.e. by (1.1) H= Qo, and then let ô tend to zero. We show that H converges, outside A, to
a well defined limit. In this process we first let t —> °° and then S —» 0 ; one cannot permute the limits since for
a fixed finite value of t, H will converge, as S —> 0, to H* which is the magnetic field in absence of ferromagnetic
material.
We found that the most appropriate numerical scheme for our original cell problem is a Galerkin method with
piecewise constant éléments in connection with the most standard intégral équation modelling the magnetostatic
problem; it is essentially a variant of the one used in the program GFUN, see [1], In Section 4, we describe
numerical algorithms corresponding to the analytic approaches of Sections 2 and 3, Numerical examples show the
relevance of the asymptotic studies.
In [11], Rogier studies the same magnetostatic problem for large magnetic susceptiblity and thin ferromagnetic
structures. However his approach differs from ours on several respects among which we quote the following
points: a) in his paper [Â and â are connected by a relation of the form ô/n(ô, x) = fi(x) where fi is a given function;
b) as S tends to zero and consequently fj. tends to infinity, he obtains a limit problem which dépends on fi and
which is more complicated than the ones we shall consider in Sections 2 and 3; c) he proves weak convergences
whereas we show strong convergences.
We conclude this introduction by gênerai bibliographie comments. This work belongs to the family of
researches dealing with problems involving small (large) data, in particular thin domains. Among a huge
littérature, let us quote some relevant publications. In 1973, J.-L. Lions published a basic book [8]. The theory
of thin and multi-structures is treated in detail by P. G. Ciarlet in [4] and by H. Le Dret in [7]. Haie and Raugel
propose in [6] a gênerai approach to time dependent problems on thin domains. G. Raugel and G. Sell in [10]
and more recently R. Temam and M. Ziane in [12] study the Navier-Stokes équations on thin domains. In this last
paper, as in the present one, the authors avoid the use of a référence domain independent of the small parameter.

2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR LARGE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITE

We begin by recalling some basic équations of magnetostatics. The following fields are defined in U : H is the
magnetic field, B is the induction, ju is the magnetic susceptiblity, j is the current density. A is the ferromagnetic
domain so that fi = /LtQ outside A where JU0 is the magnetic susceptibility in the vacuüm. The vector H* will dénote
the magnetic field generated by j in absence of ferromagnetic material.
As a basic hypothesis, we suppose that ƒ = Ö in A.
The different fields are related by the fondamental équations which must be understood in the distribution sensé
in R3
rotH=j,

divJ = 0, B = uH, H= m — 1,

ïötH. =j, divH+ = 0, Hm = $ ( ~ ) •

(2.1)

(2-2>

\W /
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From (2.1), (2.2), we deduce that rot (H — H*) = 0 and consequently there exists a potential y/ such that
H = H*- Vy/ i n R 3 .

(2.3)

Using (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), we get
. /

1

\

(2-4)

0 = divB = àiv(iiH*-ii Vy/) = div ((fi-jjö)

H*-ju VyO .

(2.5)

Multiplying (2.5) by a fonction f with compact support and integrating on IR3, we obtain by Gauss' theorem since
fi = /Li0 outside

A

f AI Vy, • V v = f (ju-Aio) 4

Ju3

• Vu .

(2.6)

J/i

We now specify the mathematical model we shall work on. First we assume
H l . A is a bounded open Lipschitzian subset of IR with boundary dA. The complement Âc of the closure A is
connected.
H2, There is an open set containing A on which É* is of class C°°.
H 3 . /Lie L°°(M3),

fi^ nQ in IR3, JJ = V0 on A\

Recalling Définition A l of W^IR 3 ) in the Annex we consider the problem to find y/ such that
(2.7)
JlR

Remark 2.1:
a) H2 is based on (2.2) and the hypothesis that ƒ = Ô in A.
b) If y/ satisfies (2.7), it is harmonie in Âc ; the choice of the functional space W ^ R 3 ) for the variational
formulation (2.6) is a conséquence of (2.4): indeed by Proposition A3 of the Annex» one can modify y/ in
(2.3) by an additive constant in such a way that y/ e W ( C ) where C is the exterior of a bail containing
A.
PROPOSITION 2.1;

a) Problem (2.7) has one and only one solution.
b) Let B be a bail containing A and y/ be the solution of (2.7); ihen
-¥- = 0 where -¥- is the normal derivative .
dn
JdB dn
Proof: Part a) is a conséquence of Proposition A l c). To prove Part b), we can suppose that Ô is the center of
5 ; let fEe C~([0,oo)) be such that fs(O ^ 0 for £ e [ Q , ~ ) , / e (Ç) = l for f ^ a, / e ( ^ ) = 0 for
£j ^ a-hfi where a is the radius of B and e > 0. We set vE(x)=fs( \x\ ) in (2,7; the right hand-side member
vanishes whereas the left hand-side member converges, as a tends to zero, to — JJQ I -¥-.
D
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Remark 2.2; As a conséquence of Propositions A2, A3 and 2.1, the asymptotic behaviour (2.4) can be improved
and one has Vy/= Ô(|x|~ 3 ) as |x| tends to infinity.
Let jîi be a given function satisfying
H4. jiie. L°°(A), Ji ^ ju0 in A.
We introducé the parameter t and from now on suppose that
ju^fjûinyl,

l^t<oo;

(2.8)

to express the dependence with respect to u we shall furthermore note the solution of (2.7) by
Using Remark A l , we defme
ze^R

3

),

z harmonie on Ac .

z = 1 on A,

y/(t).

(2.9)

For what follows, we consider a fixed bail B containing A with exterior normal n. By Proposition A4 we have

J dB ^n
LEMMA

2.1: Let p e H1 {A). Then there exist unique w e W*( R3 ) and d e R such that

u e W\ U3),

u=p + d on A,

Au = O in A\

^ =0;

furthermore, there exists a constant c independent of p such that

|Vw|2^c
JR3

|Vp|2.
JA

p = 0 so that the H1 norm of p is bounded by its

Proof: Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
JA

1

3

3

Dirichlet seminorm. By Remark Al p admits a unique extension to U such that p e W (U ) and Ap = 0 in
Âc. By (2.9), (2.10) there is a unique d G U such that u=p-\-dz satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2.1.
D
We introducé the functional space
V= \ v <= W1(U3)\ Av = 0in^ï c ,
4^ = 0 r •
l
J dBdH
J

(2.11)

By Lemma 2.1, V is a Hubert space for the equivalent norms

and

I Vul 2

.

(2.12)
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This allows to define recursively qk& V, k = 0, 1,2,..., by the variational relations
[ Ji Vq0 • Vv = f JiH* • Vv,
JA

(2.13)

VveV,

JA

f Ji Vg, • VV = -/JA f H, • Vt) + J Vq0 • Vv k
f ii Vqk+l

• Vt;=-p0 f

JAC

JA

V ? , • Vo, V i ) 6 V ,

VveV,

*=1,2,....

(2.14)

(2.15)

We state and prove the main resuit of this section.
PROPOSITION

2.2; There exists to>l

such that
¥(t) = ^ \ q

k

,

t>tQ

(2.16)

k =o t

where the convergence holds in space V, uniformly with respect to t.
Proof: Setting ysQ(t) = y/(t) we define recursively the éléments of V
Vt+iO) = Kyk(t)-qk\
* = 0,l,2,....

(2.17)

Dividing (2.17) by tk+1 and summing for k from 0 to N, we get

Using the notations (2.8), (2.17), we substract (2.13) multiplied by t from (2.7):
\
JAC

Vt>k
J

VüeV.

(2.19)

Substracting (2.14) from (2.19), we obtain for k= 1
V,

fc=l,2,...;

(2.20)

JA

one easily vérifies with the help of (2.15) that (2.20) is true for all k ^ 1.
From H4S (2.12), (2.19), (2.20) we deduce the existence of two constants c and d independent of t and k such
that

j^2^dckUjH,\2^jjVw(t)\2\

rssl, *=1,2

(2.21)

| Vy/(t)\2

From (2.7) it easily follows that

is uniformly bounded with respect to t 2* 1 ; Relations (2.18),
,
rX
(2.21) allow to conclude the proof by setting r o >max \ 1, Vc).
JA

D
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Remark 2.3; By (2.3) and Proposition 2.2 we set Q0 = H*~ Vq0, Qk = - Vqk, k 5= 1, and obtain the series
expansion (1.1) valid in ( L 2 ( R 3 ) ) 3 for t>t0.
-»
->
-»
Remark 2.4; By (2.13) and Lemma 2.1 we have H* = Vq0 in A if and only if the restriction of if* to A is a
•

*

•»

->

gradient; this will be the case in particular if A is simply connected. Let in
_ »

i r

-»

= tfiH(t),

£ ( 0 = 2 I ^\H(t)\

2

be the magnetic field, the induction field and the magnetic energy. We

use Proposition 2.2 and consider two cases, First suppose that Hn is a gradient in A ; then, in A,
lim/f(0=0,

j/ïVgJ 2 . Next suppose that H+ is not a gradient in

Hm B(t) = -JLi Vqv I i m 2 ? ( r ) = i |

yl; then, in A9 lim H( t)=ƒ/»ƒ

f —» oo

V<?0 ^ 0 and li
u

> ©o

f

»

3. THE LIMIT CASE OF AN INFINITELY THIN PLATE

We consider the frame studied in Section 2 for the limit case £ = °o, i.e. by (2.3) and Proposition 2.2, the
magnetic field is given by

We particularize the geometry by assuming that the ferromagnetic domain is a plate of the form
A = A(ö) = {x=(xvx2,x3)\(xvx2)(=

G,O<x3<S}

(3.2)

where 0<S ^ SQ is a parameter. We complete Hypotheses H1-H4 of Section2 by assuming.
H5. G is a bounded Lipschitzian subset of W.
H6. There exists an open bounded set containing Â(SQ) on which H* is of class C°°.
H7. pL is independent of xv i.e. there exists / i e L°°(G) such that Ji{xvx2,x3) = fi(xvx2).
Since we shall not use qk for k ^ 1 and study the dependence with respect to o, it is convenient to adopt from
now on the notation q(S) instead of q0. For the limit case (S - ^ 0, define
reHl(G),

fiH* • Vt?, \fv e Hl(G),

fiVr*Vv=\
JG

JG

r = 0,

(3.3)

JG

where H*-(H#VH*29H*3),
H*(xvx2)
= (Hn(xvx2,0),H*2(x1,x2,Q))
and where V = ( d l s d2) is the
twodimensional gradient. Although in H5 G is a subset of IR2, we shall consider it in the following as a subset
of the xv x2 plane in IR3 ; G is its closure and Gc — U3 - G. In the rest of this section, dB will dénote the boundary
of a bail containing Â(ô0). Furthermore, as in the Annex, see Proposition A l , we shall use in Wl(U3) the norm
kl/2

.

.
V

f

I

, X,

,o

=

We now state the main resuit of this section.
PROPOSITION

3.1: There exist qe W1(U3) and de M satisfying

a)
limQq(S) = q inWl(U3);

(3.4)
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b)
Aq = ÖinG\

q = r + donG,

f = 0,

(3.5)

idBdn

where the relation q = r + d must be understood in the sense of traces.
Remark 3.1: One can show that the properties (3.5) completely characterize q e ^ ( i ? 3 ) .
Remark 3.2: Proposition 3.1 has the following physical conséquence: for a large magnetic susceptibüity, the
influence of the plate on the magnetic field does not depend on its thickness.
Remark 3.3: One can show that jô

\H+3 - d3q(S)\2 = O(ô) which is likely not an optimal estimate. This
JA(Ô)

resuit, together with (3.1) and Proposition 3.1, can be interpreted physically by saying that in G the magnetic field
->
H is given by the vector (Hn(xv x2, 0 ) - d1r(xvx2), H*2(xvx29 0 ) - d2r(xvx2), 0 ) .
Bef ore proving Proposition 3.1 we first establish.
LEMMA 3.1: For p e W^R 3 ), let w(ô), 0<ö<ö0

and w satisfy

J ^

j

(3.6)
(3.7)

where, by using extensions by zero, Wl0(Âc(S))
lim w(S) = w in ^ ( R 3 ) .

and Wl0(Gc) are considered as subsets of W^IR 3 ). Then

ö —> 0

Proof: We first show that |w(<5) — w| 2 is an increasing fonction of ô. Let 0<a<b<öö;
Wl(Ac(b)) c Wl0(Âc(a))cz W\{GC\ we have by (3.6), (3.7):
\p + w(a)\2= |p + w| 2 + \w(a)~w\2,

(3.8)

= \p + w\2+ \w(b)-w\2,

(3.9)

\p + w(b)\2= \p + w(a)\2+ \w(b)~w(a)\2 .

(3.10)

\p

2

since

+ w(b)\

Eliminating
|/7 + w ( a ) | 2
and
\p + w(b)\2
in
(3.8)-(3.10)
we
get
the
relation
2
2
\w(b)-w\ = \w(a)-w\ + \w(b)-w(a)\2, i.e. \w(b)-w\2 ^ \w(a)-w\2. In order to complete the
proof, it suffices to find a séquence Ôk converging to zero such that w(ôk) converges to w, To this end let
vks C^(GC) be such that lim |i;^-w| = 0 ; then there exists 0<ôk<ôo such that vke Wl(ÂC(ôk)) and from
(3.6), (3.7) we deduce
* ~* °°

=\p + w(ôk)\2+\vk~w(ôk)\2J
\
vol. 32, n° 7, 1998
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\p + vk \2

Eliminating
\w(3k)

2

- w | + \vk-

\p + w( 3k ) \2

and
2

w(3k)\ =

\vk-

2

w\

from

in

which

(3.11 )-3.13)
follows

we

lim \w(3k)

get

~w\

Ji Vr(3)- Vv= f

ftH* Vv,

\

VPG H\A(3)),

relation

r(3) E Hl(A(3))

Proof of Proposition 3.1: We introducé several auxiliary quantities. For 0<3^3Qr
defined by the variational relation
f

the

=0.

0.

D

is

(3.14)

Then we set

ïX*
1

(3.15)
(3.16)

l

r2(<5) will dénote an extension of r^ö) obtained by symmetry and periodicity and characterized by the relations
, r2(S) (xvxv -x3) = r2(3) (xvx2,x3)
2ô) = r2(â)(xvx2Jx3),
where (xvx2)

f

r2(ö) = rr(ö) in A(ö) ,

(3.17)

e G, i 3 e IR. We construct r3(ö) and r4(<5) in the following way:
r3((5)G

r3(ô) = r2(S) on A(S),

WQ((R 3 ),

r4(<5)E W;(R 3 ),

r4(ô) = r2(ô) on A(S0),

Ar3(ô) = 0 in AC(S) ,
Ar4(ó) = 0m Ac(Sö) ;

(3.18)
(3.19)

note that r^ô), r2(ö), r3(ö) and r 4 (^) coincide on A(3). Corresponding to r2(<5), r3(<5), we define from (3.3):
= f(xvx2)

,

(3.20)

), Ar3(3) = 0inAc(ö)

.

(3.21)

Next let
\

K=(Hn-dl<p,H*2-d2<p,Q)9
?

(3.22)

K2(3)(xvx2,-x3)=:K2(3)(xl,x2,x3),

f

i

f

(3.23)

(3.24)
(3.25)

where (^ p x 2 ) e G, x3 E R.
By (3.15)? (3.22)-(3.25) and Hypothesis H6, we have
Km
HmJ

ju\K2(3)-K\l^0.

(3.26)
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By (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (3.22), we get
A(Ö)).
JA(S)

(3.27)

JA(Ô)
A(Ô)

By (3.17), (3.23), (3.24) and Hypothesis H7, we deduce from (3.27) for any positive integer n
jûVr2(<5)- Vt?=
JA(S)

fJt2(Ô)-Vv9

VÜG Hx{A(nö))\

(3.28)

JA(nâ)

trivially (3.3), (3.20), (3.25) imply
ptVr22
J A(nê)
we choose n sueh that SQ<nS<2S0

Vv=\\
J

(3.29)

and deduce from (3.26), (3.28), (3.29)
lim f

/}|V(r2(t5)-r2)|2 = 0.

(3.30)

By (3.3), (3.14H3.17), (3.20), we have

f

f2 = 0, lim f

r2(S)=0,

(3.31)

d Q

JA(Ô0)

^ JA(â0)

which, together with (3.30) implies
Hm r2(ö) = r2

inH l (A(S 0 ) ) ,

(3.32)

and by (3.19), (3.21) and Remark Al of the Annex
jim|r4(<J)-r3(iï0)|=0.

(333)

As in the first part of the proof of Lemma 3.1, one easily shows that \r3(ö) - r3(S)\ ^ \r4(3) - r3(<$0)| so
that we get by (3.33)
üm |r 3 (<5)-f 3 (<5)|=0.

(3.34)

Let us set for 0 < ö < So
Wl(U3),

0 1 (^) = 0 o n y l ( 5 ) ,

A0 1 (^) = O i n 2 c ( 5 ) .

(3.35)

By (3,15) and Hypothesis H6 one can easily construct a function $ 2 (^) e ^ ( R 3 ) , equal to <p on A(S), such
that lim |02(<5)| =0. Since, see the proof of Lemma3.1, 1^(5)1 ^ |0 2 (^)l w e n a v e

^ 1 ^ 1 0 .

(3.36)

We finally introducé
z(S)e Wl(R3X z(S) = lonA(3),
vol. 32, n° 7, 1998

àz(ô) = 0 in Ac(ö) .
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Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain the existence of functions f4 and z"e W2(1R3) satisfying
üm|f3(<5)-f4|=0f

\ïm\z(ô)-z\=O.

(3.38)

By Proposition A4, we get

f ^ 22< o , 0«5«ï0f f ##< 0 .
JSB

dn

°

(3.39)

JôBdn

We recall that we use hère the notation q(S ) instead of q0 instead of q0 which is defined in (2.13). Taking (2.11),
(3.14), (3.16) and (3.18) into account, we can write
0<ô<â0,
where by (3.39) d(S) e M is determined uniquely by the condition

(3.40)

—-,— = 0.
idB

an

We let S tend to zero; by (3.34) and (3.38), r3(S) converges to f4, z(S) converges to z and as a conséquence
d{ô ) converges to a number d. It follows by (3.40) and (3.36) that q{S ) converges in Wl( M3 ) towards an element
q = fA + dz ; we notice by (3.20), (3.21) that the trace of f4 on G is equal to r ; this concludes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.

D
4. NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to present numerical tests illustrating the results of Sections 2 and 3 and to sketch
without mathematical justification the description of the algorithmes we have used to obtain them.
Ail quantities will be expressed in the System of units MKSA, i.e. lengths in meters, electric currents in
Ampères, intensity of magnetic fields in Amperes/meter.
We first fix the geometry. To this end, see figure 1, let 0 < ö < 0.1 and
D= [1/3,2/3] x [1/3,2/3] x { 0 } ,
G x - ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , l)x{0}\D,

G2 = { 0 } x ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , l ) ,

G 3 = G 1 u G 2 u { ( 0 , * 2 , 0 ) \X2G ( 0 , 1 ) } ,
A1 = {(xl,x29x3)

| (xvx29

0 ) e Gvx3e

(0,(5)},

y l 2 = ( 0 , 5 ) x ( 0 , l ) x ( 0 , 1), A3 =
A1vA2.
Let Ak, l^k^4,
be four points with coordinates Ax( 0.4,0.6, 0 ) , A2( 2.4, - 1.4,10), A 3 ( - 0 . 4 , 0 . 6 , 0 ) ,
A 4 ( - 2.4, - 1.4, 10 ). d1 and d2 are the oriented straight Unes passing from A1 to A2 and from A3 to A4 respectively.
They represent wires in which run electric currents of 500 Ampères; let Jk be the current density defined by dk,
-> -> ^ ->
1 ^ k ^ 2 and set J3 = JX+J2\ Jk is in f act a vector distribution, 1 ^ k ^ 3.
In the tests, the relative susceptibility is either a given constant or a nonlinear function of

\H\,

1

where KG C ( [ 0, «> ) ) satisfi es the standard properties «: '( <^ ) ^ 0, ( ÇK( Ç ) )' ^ A:0 > 1,
£ e [0, oo), see figure 2.
We need three algorithms A l , A2, A3. Algorithm Al is the "référence algorithm" which numerically solves the
original problem (2.3), (2.7). Algorithm A2 is based on the results on Section 2 and allows to compute the

ÏIR = K(\H\),
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Figure 1. — Geometry of the plates and coordinates system.

approximation Qo of H, see (1.1), corresponding to a large susceptibility. AlgorithmA3 exploits the results of
Section 3 for the situation of large susceptibility and thin ferromagnetic plates. We describe these algorithms in
the frame of the geometry Ax (for Al, A2), of Gx (for A3) and the current density Jv
To begin with Al, let R G 5£{ (L2(Al
where Ne

(L (A,))

) ) 3 , (L2( U3 ) f ) be the operator defined by the relations R(N) = V<p

,

<peW\U3),

fxA
JR

V<pVv=\
3

N- VÜ, V u e ^ R

3

).

(4.1)

JA,

The operator R is studied in detail in [5]; it admits the intégral représentation which is used for numerical purposes
(4.2)

^

From (2.33), (2,6) and (4.1), we get the foliowing relation for the unknown H :
) =H*
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Figure 2. — Graph of the function fiR = K( \H\ ).

The basic principle of GFUN, see [1], is to apply to (4.3), restricted to Av the Galerkin method with a piecewise
2

3

"

"*

*

constant functions finite element subspace Vh of (L (A^)) , so that H is approximated by Hh e Vh satisfying

f HhN+\

Ran-»0)Hh)N=\

H.-N, ViVeF,.

(4.4)

Ho wever, (4.4) is not adapted to the data Av Jv because it induces a "locking type phenomenon". To see this,
we suppose for the sake of simplicity that \x is constant in Ax ; in accordance with (2.8), we set p-t with
_
*^
fi = 1. By Remark 2.4, for large values of r, H will be different from zero on A, On another side, one easily
"*

2

3

vérifies the following properties: R is positive semidefinite for the scalar product of ( L (Ax))
and the kernel
of R restricted to Vk contains only the nul element. Setting N = Hh in (4.4), we obtain, for a fixed Vh, the existence
of a constant c independent of t such that

(4.5)

(4.5) shows that for large values of r, Hh is small and cannot be a realistic approximation of H,
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Coming back to the gênerai situation of a non constant magnetic susceptiblity ju, we see that Proposition 2.2
supplies an easy remedy to the locking problem. Relation (2.13) suggests to define u by the relations

ueH\Ax)9

f M = 0, f (/i~Ju0)( Vu-H*)- VP = O, V p e f l ^ , ) .
JAt

By (4.1) we have R((/u-fio)(

(4.6)

J Ax

Vu-H*))

= Ô so that by setting
H = H*- Vu + S ïnAl9

(4.7)

we obtain by (4.3) the following équation for the new unknown S
Î

Î

)

Vu inA,.

=

(4.8)

If ft is a given function, Relations (4.6), (4.8) form an uncoupled linear System for u and S ; ho we ver in the
nonlinear case where JLI = K( \H\ ), the system is coupled. We notice that once S and Vu are known in Av one
obtains / / = H*-R( (^i-fiQ) S) in R . The référence method A l is defined as the finite element Galerkin
approximation of (4.6)s (4.8) (Q1 éléments for (4.6), piecewise constant éléments as in (4.4) for (4.8)).
Remark 4J; The locking problem we have pointed out, and dramatically verified by numerical calculations»
is related but nevertheless different from the one mentioned in [9] page 436; indeed this paper is restricted to the
situation where /f* is a gradient on the ferromagnetic domain.
The purpose of the algoiithm A2 is to exploit the approximation, valid for large values of ju, obtained by
restricting the series (1.1) to its first term QQ. By (2.3) and Proposition 2.2 one has
Qö(x)=k(x)-Vq0(x)

(4.9)

where q0 is defined in (2.13). Because of (2.8), we can replace Jx by IÀ in (2.13). We introducé the auxiliary
quantities qe ^(A^ and de R and by Lemma2.1 characterize ^ 0 by the relations

/i( Vq-Ê*)' VD = 0, V D G H ^ J ) ,
JA1

W\R3),

f <? = 0,
JA1

qo = q + dinAv

AqQ = QinR3~Âv

f ^ =

4 BB aw*n

(4.10)
(4.11)

where B is a bail containing Av We represent q0 in U3 ~ Ax with the help of a single layer potential
rr~ 1/2/

x) = f J ^ J r ^ ,

XBU'-A,.

(4.12)

The last condition of (4.11) is equivalent to the requirement

f ,-o.
JdAx
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The relation qo = q + d on A1 implies the boundary intégral équation

[.

:

= q(x) + i

xedAx.

(4.14)

The algorithm A2 consists in approximating the separate problems (4.10) on one side, (4.13), (4.14) on the other
side, by standard finite éléments procedures. Note that (4.10) is a linear problem if ju is a given fonction. It is a
nonlinear one if JLI = K(\H*Vq\ ) ; classical monotony arguments, see [13], allow to show that, with the
properties we have assumed for K, it possesses one and only one solution.
The algorithm A3 is the limite case of A2 when the thickness ô of the plate tends to zero. (4.6)-(4.14), (3.3),
Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.3 suggest to define:
Ë*(xv x2) = (Hn(xv

1

'L^

r

JC2, 0 ) , H*2(jcp JC2, 0 ) ) ,

V

l

~

(4.15)

' iGir~

y e FTm( Gx ) and d e IR such that

(4.17)

1/2

where H~ "\( Gx ) is the dual of the space of the traces on Gx of Wl( W ) functions,

£(jc)=f -ly^-da?

IGR3,

H=(Hn-dxr,H*2-d2r90)
È=:Ê*-Vq

in IR3 - Gj .

(4.18)

on Gp

(4.19)
(4.20)

The algorithm A3 results from the discretization of (4,16), (4.17) by the finite element method (Qx for (4.16),
piecewise constant functions for (4.17)). As for A2, for the nonlinear situation, one can prove existence and
uniqueness.
The extension of the three algorithms to the other domains G2, Av G3, A3 are obvious except for A3 on
G3 ; here, the function f corresponding to (4.16) will be defined on G3 with H1 restrictions to Gx and G2 and equal
traces on G1 n G2.
We now turn to the numerical results. Our first tests concern the geometries Av Gx in connection with the
current density Jv The symbol Zx will dénote the pièce of surface obtained by translating Gx by ( - 0 . 2 ) in the
x 3 direction. Let Hv H2, H3 be the magnetic fields computed by the algorithms Al, A2, A3 respectively, whereas
Hm as before, is the magnetic field in absence of ferromagnetic parts. We use the symbol || . || for the
L 2 -norm on £v We remark that the scattering effect of Ax is relatively weak since for Ô~ 0.015 (thickness of
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Ax)

and

piR = 1 000

—I

1000
/

we

\\HX-H0\\

have

1

10000
/

(O) and of

|| H* \\ = 305

and

100000
(+), as fonctions of fiR , on

|| Hx - H* || = 40.8.

Figure 3

represents

\\H2~Hl\\/\\H1~H4
and \\H3-H{ \\/\\Hl -Hm\\ as fonctions of nR for 5 = 0.015; it shows that the first
quantity is smaller than the second one for large values of JIR which can be expected from the theory developped
in Sections 2 and 3. We check Remark 3.2: for % = 1 0 4 let w(ö) = \\H3 - Hm\\ ; we have that
w( 0.03 )/w( 0.015 ) = w( 0.015 )/w(0.0075) = 0.88. Here are some results concerning the nonlinear situation:
the minimum and maximum values of jnR in A1 or GY relative to Hl or H3 are respectively 1345, 4087, 1416, 4090;
the relative error of fiR is 0.005 in L2-norm; finally \\H3-Hl\\/\\Hl-H4

=0.16.

The second series of tests are similar to the preceding one; they have been realized for the geometries A2,
G2 with density J2 ; E2 is obtained by translating G2 by ( — 0.2 ) in the xx direction. || . || is now the
L -norm on ET If Hv Hv H3 dénote the magnetic field computed with A l , A2, A3, figure 4 represents
\\H2-Hl\\/\\Hl-H4
and || JÖ3 — ^ || /1| ^ - ^ J | as fonctions of pR for 5 = 0.015. In the nonlinear
situation, as expected from Remark 2.4, /jR is close to the constant fonction with values 4100; the error
IIH3 - ^ H / H i ^ - i j * II is equal to 0.05.
Our last numerical experiment concerns the Systems of twoplates A3 with ö = 0.015 and G3 submitted to the
action of Jv We restrict ourselves to the nonlinear situation and use the following notations: || . || is the L -norm on
G3, Hx and H3 are the magnetic fields computed by Al and A3 respectively, fiRl and ^ are the corresponding
relative susceptibility. We have 1306 ^ juRl ^ 4137, 1419 ^ jum ^ 4136, || ^ 3 - fiRl \\ i || JJRI \\ = 0.008,
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We conclude this section by adding two remarks:
a) The 3D domains have been decomposed in parallelepipeds with edges of approximate lengths 0.04, 0.04,
S. The 2D domains have been decomposed in squares with sides of approximate length 0.04.
b) For discretizing (4.8) we have used the Galerkin finite element method characterized by piecewise constant
functions on parallelepipeds; R is the intégral operator (4.2). As analyzed in [5], for large values of fi the
stiffness matrix is ill conditionned; we found it important to compute accurately its éléments which is
possible since they can be expressed by explicit formulae.
A. ANNEX

In this annex we collect some mathematica! results. We begin with
DEFINITION A l : For Û cz M , an open connected set the complement of which is bounded, possibly
= IR3, we

set

e L2{Q)}

(Al)

equipped with norm and seminorm

ve
= closure ofC~(Q)

in W\Q)for

the norm || . || .

W\û),

(A2)
(A3)
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Functions belonging to C°^(Q) or to W\(Q) can be extended by zero outside Q so that CQ(Q) C C°°(IR3),
W\{Q) c ^ ( R 3 ) . Thefollowing result can be found in [14], ChapterXIB.
Al: a)
Wl(Q)
and wl(Q)
are Banach spaces
; c) I) . ]| and | . | are equivalent norms in Wl(Q).

PROPOSITION
3

3

W\U )^W\{U )

for

the

norm

]| - || ;

b)
D

We next quote classical properties of potential theory, see for example [2].
For O^a<b

we use the notations C Ö = {JC| | x | > a } ,

Cab = {x\ \x\ < b}.

PROPOSITION A2: Let rQ > 0, u : Cro —» IR be a harmonie function, ü( r, 9, ç?) be its représentation in spherical
coordinates. Then
a) There exists spherical harmonies p (0,<p)9 qm{99<p) of degree m such that

ü(r, 09<p) = 2

(rmpmW

9) + r~m'1 qm{9,cp))

for r > rQ .

(A4)

m= 0

b) The series (A4) and the series obtained by differentiating (A4) term by term at any order converge absolutely
and uniformly in Ca b for ro<a< b.
c)

lim u(x) = Q if and only if pm = 0, Q
W

D
Recalling that spherical harmonies of different degrees are orthogonal on the unit sphère we deduce from
Définition Al and Propositions Al, A2:
PROPOSITION A3: Let u and ü be defined as in Proposition A2, F be the spherical surface centered in 0 with
dius a > r0. Then

a) lim u(x) = 0 if and only if ue Wl(Ca) for all a>r0; in this case we have
N

--!_ f - _ J _ f du
~4na)ru-

4n)rdn

onding to increasing values
val
where -r- is the normal denvative corresponding
of r.
b) | Vu(x)\

=O(\x\~2)

as |3c|->oo if and only if p m = 0, 1

D
Consider the following situation. Q is an open connected subset of IR3 the complement Q° of which is bounded.
For/? G W1(U3) we state the problem to find w satisfying
i

f

-

-

i

By Proposition A l , this problem has one and only one solution.
PROPOSITION A4: Let Q, /?, w be as in the situation described above and set u=/? + w. Let a>Q be such
that Cacz Q. We suppose that p is non négative in IR and that its restriction to Q does not belong to
Wl0(Q). Then
a) K(JC)>0, XG

b) f #*<^<0
vol. 32, n° 7, 1998
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Proof:
a) From

( A 5 ) follows

u = u -u

in

| Vw|2 =
JQ

t h e Dirichlet

Q

| Vu+\2 4JQ

where

principle:

| Vu\2 ^ |

u =max(w, 0).

We

\V(u + v)\2

first

show

f o r v e Wl0(Q).
that

w =0.

Set
Since

| Vw~|2, it suffiees to show that u' e Wl(Q). To this end we remark that there
JQ ^

exists a séquence wn G CQ(Q) converging to w; set un = p + wn. Then support (un)cz
support
(wn)czQ
and consequently w~ e WQ(Q) ; since M~ converges to u~, we obtain u~ e W^iQ). We have
shown that u ^ 0 in Q ; since u is harmonie in O, in order to see that u > 0 in Q, it suffiees to remark
that the restriction of u to Q does not vanish which is a conséquence of the fact that it does not belong to
b) Part b) is a conséquence of Part a) and of Proposition A3 a).
D
Remark Al: Suppose in (A5) that Qc is the closure of a Lipschitzian domain and set u=p + w. u has be
following properties: a) w e W X ( IR3 ) ; b) u =p on Qc ; c) u is harmonie in Ü. These three properties completely
characterize w; indeed if pe W ^ R 3 ) with p=p on Qc, then, because Ö c is Lipschitzian, we have
p-pe WlQ(Q).
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